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The Benefits of CEREC Connect:
• Immediate digital case submission eliminates shipping cost,
wait time, and hassle
• The precision and accuracy of CAD/CAM technology
• High strength restorations with customized aesthetics
• Digital workflow = Faster production turnaround time
• Eﬀortless duplication with saved digital design file
• Competitive low pricing

Questions? Call to speak with
Dr. Alan Jurim today!
Prior to obtaining his dental degree, Dr. Alan Jurim received his
dual degree in Computer Systems Engineering and Electrical
Engineering at the prestigious Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute. His strong background in engineering and computer
technology has proven to be an invaluable asset in teaching
many doctors and dental teams how to integrate modern
dental techniques into their practice. Dr. Alan Jurim works in
private practice and heads the CADpro CAD/CAM department
at Jurim Dental Studio. His clinical and laboratory skills allow
Dr. Jurim to provide helpful one-on-one counseling for
dentists to ensure every CADpro case completed by Jurim
Dental Studio is a success. Dr. Alan Jurim is a member of the
American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry and the American
Society for Dental Aesthetics, and his worked has been
prominently featured in CERECDoctors quarterly magazine.
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As a preferred CEREC Connect lab, Jurim Dental Studio can
restorations made from the highest-quality ceramics with the
where enhanced aesthetics and characterization is needed.

Can I view my CEREC Connect restoration before
it’s made?
us through CEREC Connect, we can in turn use CEREC Connect

What is CEREC Connect?

be previewed and approved before it is milled. With CEREC
Connect you can easily relay any desired changes to us,
ensuring you receive the exact restoration design you want.

eliminates the costs, wait time, and aggravations associated

Can I customize my CEREC Connect restoration?
The Biocopy feature in the CEREC digital impressioning

Connect laboratory like Jurim Dental Studio?

patient loves their provisional, you can biocopy scan it and

Part of the beauty of being a CEREC Connect lab is the speed
copy.
while the patient waits in the chair and recommend any
adjustments or recapturing if need be right then and there. This
eliminates the need to reappoint a patient due to faulty
impressioning.

How much is a CEREC Connect restoration?

Jurim CEREC Connect cases start at $79 a unit. By eliminating
the cost of model fabrication and shipping, our savings are

Do I need to have a CEREC Connect machine to
send digital impressions to Jurim Dental Studio?

No, we can work with most all digital impressioning systems.
While the CEREC Connect submission process requires that you
have a Sirona compatible acquisition unit for your digital
impressioning, you can still easily send us any digital
impression for fabrication of any desired dental restoration. So
whether you have the Trios® scanner by 3Shape, the iTero
scanner by Align Technology, the E4D scanner by D4D, or any

How long does it take to get CEREC Connect cases
back?
Turnaround time is as little as 2 days in lab if the case is
received by 3pm. Rush cases can be pre-planned for those with
time constraints.

What dental restorations can I make using CEREC
Connect?
to fabricate all types of dental restorations in varying
restorative materials. This includes CADpro Temps™, veneers,
inlays/onlays, crowns, and implant abutments and crowns
made from TelioCAD (a long-term provisionalization PMMA
material), IPS e.max, Zirconia, and more.
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Why is digital impressioning so important to your
eliminating multiple fabrication steps that potentially
costs and fabrication time, digital impressioning is far superior
to traditional dental impressions. Digital impressions also
improve the patient experience by eliminating the need for
ill-tasting conventional impressions and they increase
productivity by cutting down on chairtime as the scanning
process is very quick and accurate.
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